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47 of 52 review helpful Very disappointing By nanniejo A great disappointment I hesitated about buying this book 
based on some unfavorable reviews I wish I had listened to them This book has some suspenseful moments but mainly 
about tryiing to figure out the relationship between the two females in the book The suspense builds towards the most 
unsatisfying ending I may have ever read I would not and could not r You don t remember her but she remembers you 
Two different women two different worlds On the face of it Emma and Nina have very little in common Isolated and 
exhausted by early motherhood Emma finds her confidence is fading fast Nina is sophisticated and assured a 
successful artist who seems to have it all under control And yet when the two women meet they are irresistibly drawn 
to each other As the friendship develops as Emma gratef A gripping chilling powerful novel of unintended 
consequences and undeserved retributions youthful innocence and middle aged regret parental guilt and filial 
obligation all played out on the dangerous edge of rationality Chris Pavone author of 
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